Relatedness decreases and reciprocity increases cooperation in Norway rats
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Kin selection and reciprocity are two mechanisms underlying the evolution of cooperation, but the relative importance of kinship and reciprocity for decisions to cooperate are yet unclear for most cases of cooperation. Here, we experimentally tested the relative importance of relatedness and received cooperation for decisions to help a conspecific in wild-type Norway rats (Rattus norvegicus). Test rats provided more food to non-kin than to siblings, and they generally donated more food to previously helpful social partners than to those that had refused help. The rats thus applied reciprocal cooperation rules irrespective of relatedness, highlighting the importance of reciprocal help for cooperative interactions among both related and unrelated conspecifics.

1. Introduction

Evolutionary theory predicts prevalence of selfish traits geared to outcompete rivals [1]. Hence, it is difficult to explain the evolution of traits that benefit others at the expense of their bearer. Nevertheless, apparently altruistic behaviours, entailing immediate costs without compensation by immediate benefits, are widespread in nature [2]. Indirect fitness gains through promoting relatives are commonly assumed to play the major role in the evolution of such behaviours (e.g. [3]). However, help occurring between unrelated individuals usually cannot be explained by indirect fitness effects and hence their evolution by kin selection. Hitherto, the empirical study of evolutionary mechanisms underlying cooperative and altruistic behaviours has happened more or less separately and in parallel between contexts, involving either related or unrelated individuals (e.g. [4,5]). Therefore, the relative importance of, and the possible interactions between these two mechanisms need experimental scrutiny.

Animals living in stable groups often interact with social partners varying in relatedness. Studies investigating reciprocal exchanges among group members have typically attempted to control for kinship to avoid ambiguous explanations [4]. We should not be misled to believe, however, that kin selection and reciprocity are mutually exclusive evolutionary mechanisms [6,7]. Indeed, it is likely that direct fitness benefits play an important role also in groups of relatives (reviewed in [5]). Empirical studies comparing the importance of reciprocity and relatedness for cooperation in primates, bats and cichlid fish revealed that cooperation among members of groups varying in relatedness can be better explained by reciprocity than by kin biases [8–10]. In addition, a comparative study of primates including humans has suggested that food-sharing is explained by kinship and reciprocity to comparable degrees [11]. Depending on the approach and respective assumptions, theoretical models predict either a similar or unequal contribution of reciprocity and kin nepotism to the evolution of cooperation [12–16], and there may be interactive effects between these mechanisms [17]. Despite the obvious interest in this subject in evolutionary biology, there is a lack of empirical studies attempting to disentangle effects of kinship from those of prior helping experience under...
completely controlled experimental conditions (i.e. where both relatedness and behavioural outcomes are manipulated by the experimenter).

To fill this gap, we used male wild-type Norway rats (*Rattus norvegicus*) to experimentally study the relative importance of kin nepotism and reciprocity underlying food donations. Rats are highly social animals living in groups that consist of related and unrelated individuals [18]. Furthermore, they donate food to unrelated and unfamiliar conspecifics in variants of the iterated Prisoners’ dilemma paradigm (IPD) and they allogroom social partners according to direct reciprocity rules [19–24]. Reciprocal interactions were shown to raise longevity of rats, highlighting potential fitness effects of reciprocity [25]. In the current experiment, rats were enabled to donate food to unfamiliar kin and unfamiliar non-kin that had been cooperative in one and defecting in another previous trial. If kin nepotism and reciprocity were mutually exclusive mechanisms, reciprocal trading should occur only among non-kin, whereas related individuals should cooperate independently of previously experienced cooperation. Alternatively, if these mechanisms work independently there should be no difference between reciprocal food exchange among related and unrelated individuals. Finally, if both mechanisms interact, kinship could either increase or decrease the decisions to reciprocate received favours.

Under semi-natural conditions, rats associate with related and unrelated individuals [18]. To ensure that experimental rats can discriminate kin from non-kin we conducted first an odour preference test. In the second experiment, we tested for the relative importance of relatedness and previously received help on food provisioning of a social partner. During the experience phase, focal rats experienced two different unfamiliar social partners that were either cooperating or defecting. These partners were either unrelated or related (full brothers) to the focal rat. Both related and unrelated partners provided food to the focal rat by pulling a platform equipped with an oat flake into the reach of the focal rat, i.e. they cooperated, or the platform was blocked, i.e. they defected. Immediately thereafter, focal rats were enabled to provide food to the previously experienced partners.

2. Material and methods

(a) Experimental subjects and holding conditions

We used 19-month-old outbred wild-type male Norway rats (source: Animal Physiology Department, University of Groningen, Netherlands) with an average weight of 607 g. The rats were habituated to handling from weaning onwards and hence did not show any signs of stress when being handled, transported, exposed to the set-up or an observer. They were individually marked by ear punches. Brothers had been separated right after weaning with an age of five weeks and were afterwards housed in groups of four unrelated littermates. After the separation, rats never had any direct interaction with relatives. Housing cages measured $80 \times 50 \times 37.5$ cm and were separated from each other through opaque walls to limit interactions between the groups. The ambient temperature was $20^\circ C \pm 1^\circ C$, with a relative humidity of 50–60\%. The 12:12 h light/dark cycle was reversed, with lights on at 20.00 hours and 30 min of dusk and dawn. All training and experiments were conducted under red light during the dark phase of the daily cycle because rats are nocturnal [26] and lack red light receptors [27].

(b) Kin discrimination test

To ensure that experimental rats were able to discriminate kin from non-kin we conducted a pre-test in a glass arena ($100 \times 50 \times 50$ cm; figure 1). On the arena walls, we marked three zones using black permanent markers: a neutral zone ($60 \times 50$ cm) in the middle and two preference zones ($13.5 \times 50$ cm) each on the left and right sides of the arena. We collected olfactory stimuli from two individuals simultaneously that were either brothers from, or unrelated to, the test rats. Odour was collected by petting these individuals with a paper towel (recycling-tissue: Oeco Swiss plus -3 layers) for 1 min each. Experimenters wore rubber gloves (Kimtech powder-free latex gloves) in order to avoid olfactory contamination of the towels. Then we placed one paper towel each in the two preference zones that contained either kin or non-kin odour. Thereafter, the focal rat was released into the neutral zone. We recorded its behaviour for 10 min using a Sony-handycam (HDR-CX550) with night vision mode. Videos were analysed with Solomon Coder version beta 15.11.19. The sides of the stimulus cues were chosen randomly, however, we ensured that kin odours were presented in both preference zones equally often. The observer was blind to the sides of the presented odour stimuli in the video recordings. After each trial, the glass arena was cleaned with 70% ethanol. In total, we used 32 focal rats. Donors of non-kin cues were taken from the same housing groups as donors of kin cues in order to avoid cage effects. We recorded how much time focal rats spent in each zone and the duration of autogrooming shown when present in these zones; autogrooming is reduced when animals are stressed and hence it may indicate relaxation [28]. We defined a rat being in the preference zone when all four paws were in a zone. We had to exclude seven focal rats from the analysis because they repeatedly destroyed the paper towels and removed them from the preference zones (hence $n_{total} = 25$).

(c) Pre-experimental training for food sharing

The experimental set-up followed Rutte & Taborsky [20] and was based on a two-player sequential food-exchange task [29]. Test cages ($80 \times 50 \times 37.5$ cm) were divided into two compartments by a wire mesh. Rats were trained individually, and the training was divided into two parts: first, every single rat was trained to produce a reward (one oat flake) for itself. To get the reward, the rat learned to pull a stick fixed on a movable platform, which thereby slid into the cage. In the second training phase, rats were paired with a training partner on the other side of the
wire mesh and learned over 18 sessions to provide food for this partner, and vice versa. Roles were exchanged and the intervals between these switches were increased gradually from one single pull to a pulling period of 7 min. For a detailed description of this training see [30]. The donor did not receive a reward for its pulling effort, but only its partner, which could subsequently return received provisions. In contrast to the experiment, in which kin and non-kin partners were unfamiliar to each other, training partners originated from the same housing group and were thus familiar to each other.

(d) Influence of relatedness and reciprocity on food provisioning

This experiment consisted of an experience and a test phase (figure 2). During the experience phase, focal rats \((n = 21); 26\) individuals were originally tested, however 5 had to be excluded as these rats never pulled in any of the trials) experienced two different unfamiliar social partners that were either cooperating or defecting. These partners were either unrelated or related (full brothers) to the focal rats. Both related and unrelated partners provided food to the focal rat during 7 min of the experience phase by pulling the platform equipped with an oat flake into the reach of focal rats, i.e. they cooperated. The number of food donations was decided by the partner rat and was not fixed by the experimenter. In a second trial, the same partner was hindered to provide food to focal rats by blocking the platform, i.e. they defected. Therefore, focal rats experienced in a random sequence: a cooperating kin, cooperating non-kin, defecting kin, and defecting non-kin social partner. Immediately thereafter, focal rats were enabled to provide food to the previously experienced partners for 7 min and we counted how often they provided food to their partners during this test period.

The test order of focal individuals and of treatments was selected randomly using Excel. However, we made certain that each treatment was tested equally often on each day and we kept the random order of individuals over all treatments. The experimenter was blind to the relatedness between focal and partner rats.

(e) Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed with R (v. 2.15.2, http://www.r-project.org; with R studio, packages: ‘lme4’). All test results report two-tailed \(p\)-values.

To test whether rats distinguish kin from non-kin in the pre-test, we calculated an index for overall time spent in each preference zone and for time spent autogrooming. For this reason, we divided the times in the preference zone with non-kin odour by the time spent in both preference zones combined. The distribution of time indices did not significantly deviate from a normal distribution (Shapiro–Wilk test: \(W = 0.95, p = 0.30\)). We therefore conducted a parametric one-sample \(t\)-test against the null hypothesis of an equal distribution of 0.5. Because the data for the autogrooming index differed from a normal distribution...
cooperation level (GLMM: non-significant interaction term between relatedness and variable, so pseudoreplication was avoided. We removed the behaviour of no rat appears more than once in the dependent partner rats and thereby controlled for the multiple usage. The be-nested in focal rat, because we used eight rats as both focal and We further included a random effect, which was pair number (cooperating or defecting) were used as fixed factors. The identity of the respective focal rat was included as a random effect to cor-rect for testing the same individual in four different treatments. We included relatedness (kin or non-kin) and cooperation level of partners (cooperating or defecting) were used as fixed factors. The identity of the respective focal rat was included as a random effect to correct for testing the same individual in four different treatments. We further included a random effect, which was pair number nested in focal rat, because we used eight rats as both focal and partner rats and thereby controlled for the multiple usage. The behaviour of no rat appears more than once in the dependent variable, so pseudoreplication was avoided. We removed the non-significant interaction term between relatedness and cooperation level (GLMM: \( \beta = -0.02 \pm 0.26, X^2 = 0.01, p = 0.90 \)) and report the reduced model [31].

Further, we tested whether related and unrelated partners differed in other aspects such as proximity and shared investigation time, which might affect helping levels. We checked for potential differences in (i) proximity, defined by a minimum distance to the dividing mesh of 5 cm of the partner’s body excluding the tail, and (ii) shared investigation time, defined by the focal individual and its partner sniffing simultaneously at each other through the mesh. The behaviours were coded from video recordings, which were available from only half the data-set. We compared the related and unrelated partners with linear mixed models. To approximate normality in the model residuals, the investigation time was log transformed, which was not required for the time in proximity. We included relatedness (kin or non-kin) as a fixed factor and two random effects as described above.

3. Results

(a) Kin discrimination test

Focal rats spent more time in a preference zone close to the odour of a brother than in a corresponding zone close to the odour of an unrelated individual (One sample \( t \)-test, two-tailed: \( n = 25, t = -2.24, p = 0.035, \) figure 3a). Furthermore, they spent more time autogrooming when close to kin odour than when close to non-kin odour (One sample Wilcoxon-test, two-tailed: \( n = 25, V = 84, p = 0.031, \) figure 3b).

(b) Influence of relatedness and reciprocity on food provisioning

The focal rats helped unrelated partners more often than related individuals (GLMM: \( \beta = 0.32 \pm 0.13, X^2 = 6.00, n = 21, p = 0.014, \) figure 4 and electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Focal rats provided less food to previously defecting partners than to cooperating ones, thereby using decision rules of direct reciprocity (GLMM: \( \beta = -0.25 \pm 0.13, X^2 = 3.73, n = 21, p = 0.050, \) figure 4 and electronic supplementary material, figure S1). This causal link was not influenced by relatedness, as indicated by the non-significant interaction term (GLMM: \( \beta = -0.02 \pm 0.26, X^2 = 0.01, p = 0.90 \)).

Neither the time in proximity (LMM: \( \beta = -3.25 \pm 15.85, X^2 = 0.04, p = 0.83, \) electronic supplementary material, figure S2) nor the investigation time (LMM: \( \beta = -4.85 \pm 4.55, X^2 = 1.15, p = 0.28, \) electronic supplementary material, figure S2) differed between related and unrelated partners.

4. Discussion

Our aim was to clarify the interplay between effects of previous experience and relatedness on decisions to provide help to a social partner. Therefore, we tested first whether rats discriminate kin from non-kin. We found that adult male rats recognize relatives by body odour even after 15 months of separation, which confirms the olfactory recognition competence of rats as shown in other contexts (e.g. [32]). Next, we tested whether helping rates of focal subjects differ between related and unrelated partners when these had been cooperative before or not. Rats donated more food to previously helpful food providers compared to previously
non-helpful individuals, which reveals that they applied direct reciprocity rules. This is consistent with previous studies using solely unrelated rats [20–23,30,33]. However, although the focal subjects reciprocated food donations with both types of cooperative partners, they provided more food to unrelated partners than to their brothers.

The higher propensity to help unrelated than related partners cannot be explained by a greater distraction by relatives, because proximity and investigation times were similar towards related and unrelated partners. Instead, this result might reflect an adaptive response based on either coercion, commodity trading, or correlated pay-offs. Firstly, if help is aggressively enforced by a prospective receiver, relatedness should mitigate coercion because of the aligned fitness interests of close kin [15]. Indeed, relatedness and coercion correlate negatively with each other in eusocial insects [34]. In banded mongooses (Mungos mungo), subordinate females that are closely related to the dominants are attacked more severely and evicted more often from the group compared to unrelated females that invest more in resisting such attacks [33]. In cooperatively breeding cichlids, where alloparental care of subordinates is traded against resource access and anti-predator protection by dominant group members who control the cooperative behaviour of subordinates through punishment of idle helpers, relatedness alleviates cooperation [10,36,37]. Female Norway rats were also shown to increase their helping propensity in response to aggression received from previous defectors in a similar experimental paradigm as used in this study [30]. However, in our experiment no obvious aggression was shown, hence there was no indication that rats coerced help from their partners.

Secondly, rats may trade social tolerance against food donations (e.g. [38]). Under semi-natural conditions, rats may cluster with kin [39], although not exclusively so [40]. By providing overall more help to unrelated than to related individuals, rats might appease them, which may not be needed as much in relatives (for a similar argument see [10,15]). Finally, repeated interactions between the same individuals may cause cooperation by correlated pay-offs [5]. Because relatives share fitness interests through genetic similarity [41], providing benefits to a related partner is not a prerequisite for expecting the partner to be cooperative in a future interaction. In contrast, being helpful to an unrelated partner can be a useful means to increase the chances of receiving help in return when this will be needed in the future [7]. Therefore, reciprocity may play a more important role between unrelated than among related individuals (see [42] for a theoretical treatment). In other words, benefits are correlated between repeatedly interacting social partners either by relatedness or by providing and reciprocating service [5,15].

These three lines of arguments can explain why helping levels are sometimes reduced between kin. However, all three concepts would rather predict an interaction between relatedness and reciprocity with crossing reaction norms, which was not shown by our data. We can safely conclude from our results that relatedness decreases the propensity of rats to help a partner obtain food, whereas it does not influence their decisions to return received help. It will be a worthwhile challenge for future studies to unveil under which conditions reciprocity is selected among both kin and non-kin, while kinship diminishes overall helping levels independently of the decision to reciprocate received favours.

It has been argued that reduced helping levels towards related individuals might result also from increased competition between kin ([43], reviewed in [44]). Rats have been reported to form subgroups [39], and here relatives may compete more intensely over resources than members of different groups. Food distribution can be very patchy for rats, leading to high local competition (e.g. [45]). Under such conditions, high competition between kin may cancel out the otherwise enhancing effect of relatedness on cooperation [46]. However, this cannot explain why help is reduced towards kin as compared to non-kin. In addition, the models explaining reduced help due to local competition among kin have been challenged due to their specific assumptions [14]. Hence, it seems unlikely that adaptations to local kin competition can explain our results.

In general, kin selection may provide a less straightforward explanation of cooperative behaviour among group members than has been assumed. This is reflected also by empirical results [8–10,15]. For instance, humans reported in questionnaires to reciprocate help with both related and unrelated individuals, but they showed a higher motivation to provide low-cost help to unrelated social partners than to relatives [47]. This pattern was reversed, however, if the costs of help were increased [47]. This suggests that the costs of helping, which were low in our experiment as well, may affect the interplay of relatedness and previous experience on helping propensity [48]. Incidentally, Norway rats were shown also to take into account the costs of cooperation when reciprocating help to unrelated partners [21]. The intricate interplay between direct and indirect fitness benefits of helping behaviour can be illustrated also in cooperatively breeding species, where subordinates help raising the...
offspring of dominants. Helpers typically vary in relatedness to the young they care for. While in some species helpers preferentially support kin (e.g. [49]), help towards unrelated offspring is also well documented [50]. Kin selection predicts that variation in relatedness to receivers should reflect the amount of provided help [3,51], but evidence for this is mixed. For instance, in cooperatively breeding fish, relatedness reduces the propensity of helpers to invest in alloparental care [10]. Taken together, direct fitness benefits can select for higher levels of cooperation among social partners than indirect benefits [36], as confirmed by theoretical models [15].

Importantly, our results also show that related individuals reciprocate food donations, which contrasts with the default assumption that cooperation between kin is always based on kin selection (cf., [8]). Just like other social partners, related group members may also compete for resources such as food, shelter or mates and therefore lower the benefits of kin-biased altruism. This may render relatedness rather unimportant in repeated interactions among social partners. For instance, chimpanzees were shown to disregard relatedness when exchanging prosocial tokens [52], and food donations among vampire bats were better explained by previous receipt of help than by relatedness [9]. Together with our study, these results suggest that direct fitness benefits may be often more important for cooperation decisions than indirect fitness benefits.

5. Conclusion
Food donations of our rats were influenced by their partners' relatedness and by received help, indicating that in rats both mechanisms concurrently affect food donations. However, contrary to scientific consensus kinship did not enhance but reduce cooperation propensity, while both unrelated and related individuals exchanged help by applying direct reciprocity rules. This is reminiscent of human behaviour, if helping others implies low costs [47]. This resemblance might indicate conserved evolutionary pathways of cooperation across a wide range of taxa.
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